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Commonly referenced variables 

i90 Earlier you said there was one child in //your/Person in s1i’s// family. What is that child’s first name, 
nickname, or initials? 

i90a Please tell me how old //response in i90// was on (his/her) last birthday. 

i95 Last week was //response in i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan? 

J96 Last week, was //response in i90//’s health insurance coverage the same as //your/Person in s1i’s// 
insurance coverage that you told me about earlier? 

J96a Confirms same coverage as adult.   

J100c Is //response in i90// covered by MEDICAID, the State of Ohio government health care assistance 
program or managed health care plan that includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start, 

Post-Processing Instructions: 

Key questions required to be considered complete:  i90, i95, i95a, ((J100c) or (K96))   

If the only selection to J100g1 is “08”/CASH BENEFITS OR “09”/COBRA, then force J100g=“02”. 

Set CSHCN = 0; 

 If L126c (k2q12) = 1 then CSHCN = 1; 

 If L126f (k2q15) = 1 then CSHCN = 1; 

 If L126i (k2q18) = 1 then CSHCN = 1; 

 If L126l (k2q21) = 1 then CSHCN = 1; 

 If L126n (k2q23) = 1 then CSHCN = 1; 

If (G71 = 01) AND  (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11), then force P151 = 01. 

If (H76 = 01 AND H76a = 01) AND (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11), then force P151 = 01. 
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(THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE 2010 OFHS CHILD SECTION) 
 
SECTION I:  SCREENING QUESTIONS FOR ELIGIBLE CHILD 
//PROGRAMMER:  Turn of prior timers.  Please start timer for Section I.// 
 
Pi90 //ask if s13=01// Earlier you said there was one child in //your/Person in s1i’s// family. What is that child’s first 

name, nickname, or initials? 
 
//ask if s13=02-97// We would now like to identify the child in //your/Person in s1i’s// family, age 17 or younger, 
who had the most recent birthday.  What is that child’s first name, nickname, or initials? 
 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: Be sure to record the person’s name, nickname, or initials - NOT just relationship] 
 
[IF NECESSSARY: I'm going to use this information to help in making the questions I ask you more friendly and 
conversational, and it won't be reported with any of the data or results.] 
 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: If the respondent says that twins, triplets, quadruplets etc, had the most recent birthday, 
say “Consider their order of birth, and tell me about the child who was born last.”] 
 
01 GAVE RESPONSE 
 
66 (Skip to REFUSAL) REFUSED TO CONTINUE, NO TIME 
 
98 (Use “the child” for name, Skip to i90a)  DK 
99 (Use “the child” for name, Skip to i90a)  REFUSED TO GIVE NAME 

 
 
i90 //PI90 = 01, 98, 99// 

//TEXT RANGE=25// ENTER CHILD’S NAME: ________________ 
 
 

REFUSAL //ask if pi90 = 66 then ask// 
 
Your responses are very important.  The sponsors need your/your household's input to make health care policy 
decisions that may help you and your family. 

 
[IF NECESSARY: You may call the Ohio Department of Health at 1-800-282-0546 if you have any other 
questions or concerns about the survey.] 

 
01  (Go back to previous question.) CONTINUE 
99  (Go to Suspend.)   REFUSED 
 

i90a //PI90 = 01, 98, 99// 
 
 Please tell me how old //response in i90// was on (his/her) last birthday. 

 
00    LESS THAN ONE YEAR 
01–17    CODE ACTUAL AGE IN YEARS 
 
98    DK/NOT SURE 
99    REFUSED 
 

PAR2 //IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES AFTER i90a AND BEFORE i95// 
Would you be able to answer just 2 or 3 of the most important questions before we end? 
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[IF RESPONDENT HESITATES: There are just a few key questions that would help the state of Ohio assess how 
many children have health care coverage and how it affects their lives.  Your responses to just these few questions 
is very important to the state.] 
 
01    CONTINUE 
99 (Skip to ChRefusal) REFUSED TO CONTINUE 
 
//PROGRAMMER:  Continue with abbreviated interview consisting of i95, i95a, ((J100c) or (K96)).  Code 

interview as an abbreviated complete.// 
 

i90b //PI90 = 01, 98, 99// 
 What is //your/person in S1’s// relationship to //child in i90//? 

 
01    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s MOTHER 
02    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FATHER 
03    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s GRANDPARENT 
04    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s AUNT/UNCLE 
05    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s BROTHER/SISTER 
06    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER RELATIVE 
07    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s LEGAL GUARDIAN 
08    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FOSTER PARENT 
09    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER NON-RELATIVE 
10    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s STEP-MOTHER 
11    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s STEP-FATHER 
 
97    OTHER 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

pi90c  - ASK IF I90B = 97 
How would you describe \:s1I90b: relationship   to \:child in i92 
 
01 GIVEN RESPONSE 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

i90c //ask if pi90c=01// 
 
01 //TEXT RANGE=70// RESPONSE:___________________________ 
 

i91a //PI90 = 01, 98, 99// 
 I would now like to speak to someone IN THIS HOUSEHOLD who BEST KNOWS about the //child in i90//’s 

health insurance coverage and health status.  Is that you, or a different person? 
 
[IF NECESSARY: we are also interested in experiences of children who do not have health insurance.] 
 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE:  IF RESPONDENT SAYS NOBODY IN THE HOUSEHOLD IS WELL INFORMED, 
ASK WHO IS MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE.] 
 
01    DIFFERENT PERSON 
02 (Skip to note in i92_dpr1) PERSON ON PHONE IS THE ONE WHO IS MOST 

KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE CHILD’S INSURANCE COVERAGE 
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98 (Force Callback) DK 
99 (Force Callback) REFUSED 
 

pi91b //ask if i91a=01// 
 What is that person’s first name? 
 

[BE SURE TO RECORD THE PERSON'S NAME, NICKNAME, OR INITIALS NOT JUST RELATIONSHIP] 
 
[IF NECESSARY: Names will not be reported with any of the data or results. You do not need to provide a name 
if you feel uncomfortable, a nickname or initials would be fine.] 
 
01 GAVE RESPONSE 
 
98 (Skip to PAR3) DK 
99 (Skip to PAR3) REFUSED 

 
i91b //ask if pi91b=01// 

01 //TEXT RANGE=25// RESPONSE:___________________________ 
 

i91c //ask if i91a=01// 
 Is //person in i91b// available? 

 
01    YES 
02 (Force Callback) NO 
 
66 (Skip to PAR3) CHILD PROXY NOT IN HH 
98 (Force Callback) DK 
99 (Force Callback) REFUSED 
 

i91d //ask if i91c=01// 
 Could you please ask //person i91b// to come to the telephone and answer some questions? 

 
01    YES 
02 (Force Callback) NO 
 
98 (Force Callback) DK 
99 (Force Callback) REFUSED 
 

i92 //ask if i91d=01// 
 Hello, my name is __________________[INTERVIEWER SAY FIRST AND LAST NAME], and I am calling 

on behalf of the Ohio State University.  We are conducting a research survey on health insurance coverage, use of 
medical services, satisfaction with health care, and access to health care.  Your telephone number was chosen 
randomly and all information will be kept strictly confidential and reported in group form. This call may be 
monitored or recorded for quality assurance. 

 
//For those who get into this question, if pi90 = 99, then add extra line below:// 
We are asking about the child with the most recent birthday in //response in S1int’s// family. 

 
We have identified //response in i90// as the eligible child in your family and would like to ask you some 
questions about //response in i90’s// health insurance coverage and care. Your telephone number and //response in 
i90’s// were chosen randomly and all information will be kept strictly confidential. Your information will only be 
reported after being combined with that of the other respondents so that you are not identifiable. This call may be 
monitored or recorded for quality 
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[IF NECESSARY: we are also interested in experiences of children who do not have health insurance.] 
 
[INTERVIEWER – IF NECESSARY, SAY: I work for ICF Macro, a survey research company 
contracted by the State of Ohio Department of Health and Ohio State University.] 
 
[IF NECESSARY, SAY: The sponsors need your household’s input to make health care policy decisions that may 
help  you and your family.] 

 
[IF NECESSARY, SAY:  You may call the Ohio Department of Health at 1-800-643-7787 if you feel you have 
been harmed as a result of study participation, or if you have any other questions or concerns about the survey.] 
 
[IF NECESSARY, SAY: For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-
related concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact Ms. Sandra 
Meadows at O.S.U.’s Office of Responsible Research Practices at 1-800-678-6251.] 
  
01    CONTINUE 
 
99 (Skip to ChRefusal) REFUSED 
 

i92_dpr1 // If {i92 = 01} OR {i91a = 02 AND [(s2c = 01 to 99) OR (sprx1 = 01 to 99)]}, ask i92_dpr1.// 
 
 What is your relationship to //child in i90//? 

 
01    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s MOTHER 
02    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FATHER 
03    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s GRANDMOTHER 
04    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s GRANDFATHER  
05    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s AUNT 
06    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s UNCLE 

 07    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s BROTHER 
08    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s SISTER 
09    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER FEMALE RELATIVE 
10    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER MALE RELATIVE  
11    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FEMALE  LEGAL GUARDIAN 
12    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s MALE  LEGAL GUARDIAN 
13    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FOSTER MOTHER 
14    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s FOSTER FATHER 
15    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER FEMALE NON-RELATIVE 
16    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s OTHER MALE NON-RELATIVE 
17    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s STEP-MOTHER 
18    PERSON IS //child in i90//’s STEP-FATHER 
 
97    OTHER 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

i92_dpo //If i92_dpr1=97, ask i92_dpo. // 
How would you describe //your/person in S1’s// to //child in i90//? 
 
 //TEXT RANGE=70// RESPONSE:___________________________ 

 
i92_dpr3 //ask if {i92 = 01} OR {i91a = 02 AND [(s2c = 01 to 99) OR (sprx1 = 01 to 99)]}// 
 

Please tell me how old you were on your last birthday. 
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[READ IF NECESSARY: This question concerns just basic demographics.  These questions are just to 
help 
 ensure that this study's results  represent everyone in the state of Ohio. ] 

 
018-125    RECORD AGE 
998    DK 
999    REFUSED 
 

i95 //ask if i91a=02 or i92=01// 
 These next few questions ask about some general information related to //response in i90//’s health insurance 

coverage. 
 
Last week was //response in i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan? 
 
01 (Skip to J96)  YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 
//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES HERE// 

PAR3. //ask if i91b = 98,99 or i91c = 66// 
 Would you be able to answer just 1 to 3 of the most important questions before we end? 
 

[IF RESPONDENT HESITATES: There are just a few key questions that would help the state of Ohio asses how 
many children have health care coverage and how it affects their lives.  Your responses to just these few questions 
is very important to the state.] 
 
01    CONTINUE 
99 (Skip to ChRefusal) REFUSED TO CONTINUE 
 
//ASK i95a, ((j100c) or (K96)) THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A 

COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE// 
 

i95a //ask if I95 NE 01:// 
 Health insurance or some other type of health care plan may include health insurance obtained through 

employment or purchased directly as well as Government and military programs such as the Medicare, Medicaid, 
Healthy Start, Healthy Families, Champ-VA, TRICARE and the Indian Health Service. Keeping this in mind, last 
week was //response in i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan? 
 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to K96)  NO 
 
98 (Skip to L125)  DK 
99 (Skip to L125)  REFUSED 
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//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES ANYTIME AFTER i95a AND BEFORE j100c or K96// 
PAR4. Would you be able to answer just 1 or 2 of the most important questions before we end? 

 
[IF RESPONDENT HESITATES: There are just a few key questions that would help the state of Ohio assess how 
many children have health care coverage and how it affects their lives.  Your responses to just these few questions 
is very important to the state.] 
 
01    CONTINUE 
99 (Skip to ChRefusal) REFUSED TO CONTINUE 
 

//ASK ((j100c) or (K96)), THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A 
COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE// 

 

HELP SCREEN 
Medicare: Federal government health coverage for those 65 and older or with certain disabilities 
Medicaid: State government health coverage for low-income persons. 
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents 
CHAMP – VA (“CHAMP – V-A” not “CHAMPVA”: fee-for-service health coverage for families of disabled or 

deceased veterans 
Indian Health Service: health coverage to Indian tribes & their families 
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SECTION J:  CHILD’S INSURANCE COVERAGE 
//Programmer:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section J.// 
 
J96 //ask if ((A1 = 01 or A1A = 01) AND (i95=01 or i95a = 01) AND (i91a = 02))// 

Last week, was //response in i90//’s health insurance coverage the same as //your/Person in s1i’s// insurance 
coverage that you told me about earlier? 
 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to PREJ100a) NO 
 
98 (Skip to PREJ100a) DK 
99 (Skip to PREJ100a) REFUSED 
 

J96a //ask if J96=01// 
So, the health insurance coverage that //response in i90// has is //List health insurance coverage types based on 
responses of Yes to B4A, B4B, B4C, B4D, B4E, B4F or B4G// and it has the same benefits and covers the same 
services, and //response in i90// does NOT have any other health insurance coverage. Is this correct? 
 
01 (Skip to J113)  YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

PREJ100a //ask if J96=2, 98, 99 or if J96a=02,98,99// 
I would like to now ask you some more specific questions about //response in i90//’s health insurance coverage 
 

J100a //ask if  PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1// 
 Is //response in i90// covered by a health insurance plan through someone’s current or former employer or union? 

 
[IF NECESSARY: Include COBRA] 
[IF NECESSARY: Do not include Medicare or Medicaid coverage.] 
 
01 YES, covered by a health insurance plan through current/former employer or 

union 
02    NO, not covered 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

J100b   //ask if PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1// 
 Are you //Is response in i90// covered by MEDICARE, the Federal government-funded health insurance plan for 

people 65 years and older or persons with certain disabilities that includes 
 
 

[INTERVIEWER HELP SCREEN - Medicare:  Federal government health coverage for those 65 and older or 
with certain disabilities.] 

  
[IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE ABOUT THE MEANING OF ‘COVERED’: “//Are you/Is response in i90//  
enrolled in the program now?’ Or “//Are you/Is response in i90//  eligible to receive benefits now?” or “//Do 
you/Does response in i90// get health care from one of these plans?”] 
 
01    YES 
02    NO 
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98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

J100bcon  //ask if J100b = 01// 
Just to confirm, you said that //response in I90// is covered by Medicare, the Federal government-funded 
insurance plan for people 65 years and older or persons with certain disabilities. Is that correct or did I make a 
mistake?  
  
01 (GO TO J100c)   CORRECT, CHILD IS COVERED BY MEDICARE 
 
02 (GO TO J100c) INCORRECT, CHILD IS NOT COVERED BY MEDICARE 
 
98 (GO TO J100c)   DK 
99 (GO TO J100c)   REFUSED 
 

//Programmer – this variable should be calculated from prior responses 
// calculate J100B_R=J100b.  If J100bcon<>Blank J100B_R=J100bcon// 

 
 

J100c //ask if PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1// 
 Is //response in i90// covered by MEDICAID, the State of Ohio government health care assistance program or 

managed health care plan that includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start, 
 
//PROGRAMMER:  See Global References to determine S9’s region// 
 
//if S9 > 175, then restore: // CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in Central, then restore: //CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in East Central, then restore: // Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, Unison Health Plan, or 

Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in NorthEast, then restore: // Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, WellCare, Unison Health 

Plan, or Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in NorthEast Central, then restore:// Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, Unison Health Plan, 

or Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in NorthWest, then restore:// Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, Paramount Advantage or 

Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in SouthEast, then restore:// CareSource, Molina Healthcare, Unison Health Plan, or Medicaid waiver 

programs? 
//if S9 in SouthWest, then restore:// AMERIGROUP Community Care, Buckeye Community Health Plan, 

CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs? 
//if S9 in West Central, then restore://Amerigroup community care, CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or 
Medicaid waiver programs? 

 
IF NECESSARY, READ: Medicaid is a state program that pays for medical insurance for certain individuals and 
families with low incomes and resources. 
 
[IF NECESSARY, READ: Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash Assistance, Medicaid for the Aged, 
Blind and Disabled, Spenddown Medicaid, and MBI WD.  Medicaid waiver programs include Level One, 
Individual Options or IO, Ohio Home Care, and Transitions.] 
 
[IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE ABOUT THE MEANING OF ‘COVERED’: “//Are you/Is response in i90//  
enrolled in the program now?’ Or “//Are you/Is response in i90//  eligible to receive benefits now?” or “//Do 
you/Does response in i90// get health care from one of these plans?”] 
 
01    YES 
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02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

J100Ca           //ask if J100C=1// 
           Which Medicaid plan is //response in i90//covered by? 
 
           (READ IF NECESSARY) Is it Healthy Families, Healthy Start, //repeat region plan list and if      necessary list 
from above//, or something else? 
 
           //MUL=2//  (Allow up to 2 responses since both plan and program name can be given.) 
 
           01        Healthy Families 
           02        Healthy Start 
           03        Medicaid for the Aged, Blind and Disabled 
           (Insert managed care plan name from appropriate region listed previously (found below)) 

10 AMERIGROUP Community care\:sljcaa1: 
11 Buckeye Community Health Plan 
12 CareSource 
13 Molina Healthcare 
14 Paramount Advantage 
15 Unison Health Plan 
16 WellCare 
 

           97Other [__________________________] 
 98 DK 
 99 REFUSED 
 
J100Ca 1          //ask if J100Ca=97// 

/TEXT RANGE=70/ NAME OF PROGRAM/PLAN:____________________________ 
 
J100d //ask if PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1 // 
 Is //response in i90// covered by Military or Veterans coverage, such as TRICARE?    
 01    YES 

02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

J100e //ask if PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1 // 
 Is //response in i90// covered by health insurance purchased directly, that is, a private plan not related to 

someone’s current or past employment? 
 

HELP SCREEN 
Medicaid: Ohio government health coverage for low-income persons. 
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents 
Healthy Start: Medicaid expansion program to provide free and low cost health coverage to pregnant women and 

children 
Disability Assistance: insurance or cash benefits against loss because of an accident or illness. 
Medicaid Wavier Programs: provide community services to those who would otherwise be institutionalized, such as 

in a nursing home. 
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01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

 
 
J100f //ask if PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99 and J96a <> 1 // 
 Is  //response in i90// covered by the Bureau for Children with Medical Handicaps (BCMH) or any OTHER state 

sponsored or public health insurance program that I have NOT mentioned? 
 

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: BCMH stands for: Bureau for Children with Medical Handicaps. The purpose of the 
program is to promote the early identification of children with medically handicapping conditions.  The mission 
of the program is to assure that children with special health care needs and their families obtain care that is family 
centered, comprehensive, culturally sensitive, and community based.] 

 
[PROBE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS A PROGRAM YOU ALREADY ASKED ABOUT: That sounds like a 
plan I asked you about before. Does //response in i90// have any OTHER health care coverage that I did NOT 
mention earlier?] 

 
 01    YES (SPECIFY)     
 02 (Skip to J100g)  NO 
 
 98 (Skip to J100g)  DK 

99 (Skip to J100g)  REFUSED 
 

NJ100f1 //ask if J100f=01//  
 What is the name of that program? 
 

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: If respondent says Care Source, Healthy Start, Health Families, Job & Family Services, 
code as 02 Medicaid.] 

 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: Probe for anything that might identify the program  and code verbatim] 
 
01  BUREAU FOR CHILDREN WITH MEDICAL HANDICAPS (BCMH) 
02  MEDICAID (do not read: includes Care Source, Healthy Start, & Healthy Family, Job & Family 

Services) 
97  OTHER  (SPECIFY) 
98  DK 
99  REFUSED 

 
  
 

J100f1  //ask if NJ100f1 = 97// 
 

/TEXT RANGE=70/ NAME OF PROGRAM:____________________________ 
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J100chk //ask ifJ100A-G has more than one “01” response// 

To confirm, you said //response in i90// is covered by 
//If J100a = “01” then restore://  a health insurance plan through a current or former employer or union, 
//If J100B_R = “01” then restore://  the federal program Medicare, 
//If J100c = “01” then restore://  a State of Ohio Medicaid program, 
//If J100d = “01” then restore://  Military or Veterans coverage such as TriCare, 
//If J100e = “01” then restore://  a private health insurance plan purchased directly, 
//If J100f = “01” then restore://  (//J100f1//), which is a public health insurance program 
 
Is that correct? 
 
01    YES 
02 (reset to J100a) NO 
 
98 (reset to J100a) DK 
99 (reset to J100a) REFUSED 
 

 
//if (J96 = 01 & J96A = 01) then go to J113.// 
 
J105  

Do any of //response in i90’s// current insurance plans cover 
 
(RANDOMLY ROTATE A-E.  ) 

 
 [INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED] 

 
J105a. //ask if ((J96 = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (J96A = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (A1A = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (i91a = 

01)) and PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2, 98, 99// 
 Dental care other than emergency care? 

[INTERVIEWER NOTE:  This includes any coverage for these services even if it is from a separate 
health plan] 
 
01 YES 
02 NO 
 
98 DK 

HELP SCREEN 
Medical, HMO, or PPO: any type of insurance plan that covers expenses for a range of different health needs or 
problems that require the attention of a doctor or other professional staff. 
Supplemental: a health care plan purchased in addition to another health plan to improve benefits they already receive 
or aren’t covered. 
Dental: an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the teeth (surgery, dental exams..) 
Vision: an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the eyes (glasses, eye exams, surgery.) 
Cancer Insurance: a benefit in the event they are diagnosed with cancer, typically covering hospital expenses or cash 
benefits 
Long term care: a range of services provided by a medical staff, such as personal care and skilled nursing, for people 
with chronic diseases or with a long-term disability 
Nursing home insurance: financial support in the event they need to go to a nursing home. 
Accidental, disability, or life insurance: insurance or cash benefits against loss through accidental bodily injury, 
disability through an accident or illness, or upon death of the insured. 
COBRA: opportunity from an employer to temporarily continue their health care coverage if it would otherwise end 
because of termination, divorce, or no longer a dependent of the person insured 
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99 REFUSED 
 
 

J105d. //ask if ((J96 = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (J96A = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (A1A = 02, 98 or  99) OR if (i91a = 
01)) and PI90 = 1, 98, 99 and I95a <> 2,98,99// 

 Prescription medications? 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE:  This includes any coverage for these services even if it is from a separate 
health plan] 
 
01 YES 
02 NO 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

 
 

 
 
J113 //ask if i95=01 or i95a=01// 
 How long has //Person in i90// been covered by (his/her) current primary health insurance plan? 
 
 [READ ONLY IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.] 
 

01 ________________ Days {1-90} {programmer:  J113days = J113} 
02 ________________ Weeks {1-51} {programmer:  J113days = J113 * 7} 
03 ________________ Months {1-35} {programmer:  J113days = J113 * 30} 
04 ________________ Years {1-i90a} {programmer: J113days = J113 * 365} 

 
 98    DK 
 99    REFUSED 
 
//ask if J113=01// 
J11301 [INTERVIEWER ENTER DAYS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-90} 
 
//ask if J113=02// 
J11302 [INTERVIEWER ENTER WEEKS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-51} 
 
//ask if J113=03// 
J11303 [INTERVIEWER ENTER MONTHS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-35} 
 
//ask if J113=04// 
J11304 [INTERVIEWER ENTER YEARS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-i90a} 
 

 
 // IF [(J113days < 364 & J113 NE 12 months) OR (J113 = 98, 99)], ask J116. 

Else, skip to J124b.// 
 

J116b //ask if IF [(1<=J113days < 364 & J11303 NE 12) OR (J113 = 98, 99)]// 
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Just prior to //response in i90’s//current health insurance coverage, was//response in i90// covered by any health 
insurance plan? 

 
 01 YES 
 02 (Autocode J120 = “01”) NO 
 
 98 DK 
 99 REFUSED 
 
J117 //ask if ((J116b = 01) AND ( (J100c = 02,98,99) OR (J96A = 01 and B4c_R = 02,98,99)) ) and 

[(1<=J113days < 364 & J11303 NE 12) OR (J113 = 98, 99)]    // 
 
Just prior to //response in i90//’s current health insurance coverage was //response in i90// covered by THE 
STATE OF OHIO PROGRAM Medicaid, which includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start; or Medicaid waiver 
programs? 
 
[IF NECESSARY, READ: Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash Assistance, Medicaid for the Aged, 
Blind and Disabled, and Spenddown Medicaid. Medicaid waiver programs include Individual Options or IO, Ohio 
Home Care Waiver, Level One and Transition Waiver.] 

 
 01 YES 
 02 NO 
 
 98 DK 
 99 REFUSED 
 

 
 
J117b //ask if (J117 = 02, 98 or 99) OR (J100c = 01) OR (J96A = 01 and B4c_R = 01) and [(1<=J113days < 364 
& J11303 NE 12) OR (J113 = 98, 99)]// 
  

Just prior to //response in i90//’s current health insurance coverage, was //response in i90// covered by a health 
insurance plan obtained through someone’s employment or union? 

 
 01 (Skip to J120)  YES 

02    NO 
 
 98    DK 
 99    REFUSED 
 
J117b1.  //ask if J117b=02, 98,99// 
 What was the main reason // Response in i90’s// previous health insurance ended? 
 

01  PARENT LOST JOB OR CHANGED EMPLOYERS 
02  PARENT GOT DIVORCED/ SEPARATED/DEATH OF SPOUSE 
03  EMPLOYER STOPPED OFFERING INSURANCE 

HELP SCREEN 
Medicaid: State of Ohio health coverage for low-income persons. 
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents 
Healthy Start: Medicaid expansion program to provide free and low cost health coverage to pregnant women and 
children 
Disability Assistance: insurance or cash benefits against loss because of an accident or illness. 
Medicaid Wavier Programs: provide community services to those who would otherwise be institutionalized, such as 
in a nursing home. 
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04  EMPLOYER DID NOT OFFER HEALTH INSURANCE/NOT ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE 
THROUGH EMPLOYER 

05  INSURANCE TOO EXPENSIVE/ CAN NOT AFFORD THE PREMIUM 
06  TOO MUCH PAPERWORK/HASSLE 
07  OTHER 
 
98  DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

J117c //ask if J117b=02, 98, 99// 
Was //response in i90// covered by any other insurance that you or your family paid for completely? 

 
 01    YES 

02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

J120 //ask if ((i95=01 or i95a=01)) [(1<=J113days < 364 & J11303 NE 12) OR (J113 = 98, 99)]// 
 //PROGRAMMER – J116b=02 will be autocoded here as a 01 and should not be asked this question.// 

Was there any time IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS that //response in i90// did NOT have health insurance? 
 

01    YES 
02  (Skip to J124b) NO 
 
98  (Skip to J124b) DK 
99  (Skip to J124b) REFUSED 
 

J122 //ask if J120=01// 
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, how long was //response in i90// without health insurance coverage? 

 
 [READ IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.] 
 

00 (recode J120=”02”, Skip to J124b) NO MONTHS / WAS INSURED ALL YEAR 
01 ________________ Days {1-90} {programmer:  J122days = J122} 
02 ________________ Weeks {1-51} {programmer:  J122days = J122 * 7} 
03 ________________ Months {1-12} {programmer:  J122days = J122 * 30} 

 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

//ask if J122=01// 
J12201 [INTERVIEWER ENTER DAYS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-90} 
 

//ask if J122=02// 
J12202 [INTERVIEWER ENTER WEEKS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-51} 
 

//ask if J122=03// 
J12203 [INTERVIEWER ENTER MONTHS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-12} 
 

J124a //ask if J120 = 01// 
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During the past 12 months, did any of the following things happen to //response in i90//while (she/he) was 
uninsured? 
 
/RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C/ 

 
 [INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED] 

 
A Did //response in i90// have any major medical costs while (he/she) was uninsured? [INTERVIEWER: 

RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR MEDICAL COST”] 
B Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //response in i90// because (he/she) was uninsured? 

[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 
C Did you or your family have any problems getting the care //response in i90// needed while (she/she) was 

uninsured? 
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 

 
01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 

 
//All in J124a, Skip to L125 // 
 

J124b //ask if (J113days >= 360) OR (J120 = 02, 98, 99)// 
 
 During the past 12 months, did any of the following things happen to //response in i90? 
 

/RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C/ 
 
 [INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED] 
 

A Did //response in i90// have any major medical costs 
[IF NECESSARY: including co pays] 
[INTERVIEWER: RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR 
MEDICAL COST”] 

B Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //response in i90// that you felt (she/he) needed but 
could NOT afford? 
[IF NECESSARY: include delays because of health plan approval] 
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 

C Did you or your family have any problems getting needed care for //response in i90//? [IF NECESSARY: 
include delays because of health plan approval] 
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 

 
01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 

 
//All in J124b, Skip to L125// 
 

SECTION K:  CHILD CURRENTLY UNINSURED 
//Programmer:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section K.// 
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K96 //ask if i95a=02// 

At any time DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, was //response in i90// covered by any type of health insurance 
plan? 
 
01 YES 
02 NO 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 
//ASK K96, THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A COMPLETE, 

CODE AS COMPLETE// 
 
K99b //ask if i95a=02// 

Did anyone try to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start for //response in i90// DURING THE PAST 
12 MONTHS. 

 
 01    YES 
 02  NO 
 
 98 DK 

99 REFUSED 
 

 
 

//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES AFTER THIS POINT AND PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT BECOMING A 
COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE// 
 
K124 //ask if i95a=02 // 
 Did any of the following things happen to //response in i90// while (he/she) was uninsured DURING THE PAST 

12 MONTHS? 
 

(RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C  ) 
 
 [INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED] 

 
A Did //response in i90// have any major medical costs while (he/she) was uninsured? 

[INTERVIEWER: RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR 
MEDICAL COST”] 

B Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //response in i90// because (he/she) was uninsured? 
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 

C Did you or your family(have any problems getting the care //response in i90// needed while (he/she) 
uninsured? 
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.] 

 
01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 

HELP SCREEN: AVAILABLE IN K99B 
Medicaid: State of Ohio health coverage for low-income persons. 
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents 
Healthy Start: Medicaid expansion program to provide free and low cost health coverage to pregnant 
women and children 
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99    REFUSED 
 

SECTION L:  HEALTH STATUS OF CHILD 
//PROGRAMMER:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section L.// 
 
L125 //if PI90 = 1,98, 99// 
 Now I would like to ask about //response in i90’s// health. 

In general, how would you describe //response in i90’s//’s health? Would you say [his/her] health is excellent, 
very good, good, fair, or poor?  (NSCH) 

 
01   EXCELLENT, 
02   VERY GOOD, 
03   GOOD, 
04   FAIR, OR 
05   POOR? 
 
98   DK 
99   REFUSED 
 

PL125a1 //ask if i90a=10-17// 
 (NSCH K2Q02) 

How tall is //response in i90’s// now? 
 
01  ANSWERED IN FEET/INCHES{PL125INC = rounddown(L125AP/100) * 12 + L125AP%100} 
02  ANSWERED IN CENTIMETERS {PL125INC = round(L125AC* 0.394)} 
98  DK 
99  REFUSED  
 

L125AP  - ASK IF PL125A1 = 01   
//NUMERIC RANGE// {300-805} 

 
L125AC  - ASK IF PL125A1 = 02   

//NUMERIC RANGE// {91-254} 
 

PL125a2  //ask if i90a=10-17// 
 (K2Q03) 

How much does //response in i90’s// weigh now? 
 
01  ANSWERED IN POUNDS 
02  ANSWERED IN KILOGRAMS 
98  DK 
99  REFUSED  

 
L125A2P – ASK IF PL125A2 = 01   

 
//NUMERIC RANGE// {40-500} {L125LBS = L125_01 } 

 
L125A2K – ASK IF PL125A2 = 02   

 
//NUMERIC RANGE// {18-227} {L125LBS = L125_02 * 2.2} 

 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
Pre_L126A (NSCH K2Q10) 
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The next questions are about any kind of health problems, concerns, or conditions that may affect //response in 
i90’s// behavior, learning, growth, or physical development. 

 
 [PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE…] 
 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
L126a  (NSCH K2Q10) 

Does //response in i90// currently need or use medicine prescribed by a doctor, other than vitamins? 
 

[IF NEEDED: This only applies to medications prescribed by a doctor. Over-the-counter medications such as cold 
or headache medication, or other vitamins, minerals, or supplements purchased without a prescription are not 
included.] 

 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126d) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126d) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126d) REFUSED 
 

L126b //ask if L126a=01// 
 (NSCH K2q11) 

Is//response in i90// in need for prescription medicine because of ANY medical, behavioral, or other health 
condition? 

 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126d) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126d) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126d) REFUSED 
 

L126c //ask if L126b=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q12) 

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer? 
 

01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
L126d (NSCH K2Q13) 

Does // response in i90// need or use more medical care, mental health, or educational services than is usual for 
most children of the same age? 

 
[IF NEEDED: The child requires more medical care, the use of more mental health services, or the use of more 
educational services than most children the same age.] 
 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126g) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126g) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126g) REFUSED 
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L126e //ask if L126d=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q14) 

Is // response in i90// in need of medical care, mental health or educational services because of ANY medical, 
behavioral, or other health condition? 

 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126g) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126g) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126g) REFUSED 
 

L126f //ask if L126e=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q15) 

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer? 
 

01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DON’T KNOW 
99    REFUSED 
 

Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
L126g (NSCH K2Q16) 

Is //response in i90// limited or prevented in any way in [his/her] ability to do the things most children of the same 
age can do? 

 
[IF NEEDED: A child is limited or prevented when there are things the child can’t do as much or can’t do at all 
that most children the same age can.] 
 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126j) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126j) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126j) REFUSED 
 

L126h //ask if L126g=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q17) 

Does //response i90// have any limitation in abilities because of ANY medical, behavioral, or other health 
condition? 

 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126j) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126j) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126j) REFUSED 
 

L126i //ask if L126h=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q18) 

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer? 
 

01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DON’T KNOW 
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99    REFUSED 
 

Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
L126j (NSCH K2Q19) 

Does //response in i90// need or get special therapy, such as physical, occupational, or speech therapy? 
 

[IF NEEDED: Special therapy includes physical, occupational, or speech therapy. Special therapy does NOT 
include psychological therapy or medical therapies such as chemotherapy.] 
 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126m) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126m) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126m) REFUSED 
 

L126k //ask if L126j=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q20) 

Is //response in i90// in need for special therapy because of ANY medical, behavioral, or other health condition? 
 

01    YES 
02 (Skip to L126m) NO 
 
98 (Skip to L126m) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to L126m) REFUSED 
 

L126l //ask if L126k=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q21) 

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer? 
 

01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DON’T KNOW 
99    REFUSED 
 

Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
L126m (NSCH K2Q22) 

Does //response in i90// have any kind of emotional, developmental, or behavioral problem for which //response 
in i90// needs treatment or counseling? 

 
[IF NEEDED: These are remedies, therapy, or guidance a child may receive for his/her emotional, developmental, 
or behavioral problem.] 

 
01    YES 
02 (Skip to M130) NO 
 
98 (Skip to M130) DON’T KNOW 
99 (Skip to M130) REFUSED 
 

L126n //ask if L126m=01// 
 (NSCH K2Q23) 

Has //response in i90’s// emotional, developmental or behavioral problem lasted or is it expected to last 12 months 
or longer? 
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01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DON’T KNOW 
99    REFUSED 
 

SECTION M:  UTILIZATION AND QUALITY OF CHILD HEALTH CARE 
SERVICES 
//Programmer:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section M.// 
 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
M130 //if i90a = ”00” then restore//Since his or her birth did //response in i90// receive a well-child or well-baby 

checkup, that is a general checkup when (she/he) was NOT sick or injured? 
 

//else restore//During the past 12 months did //response in i90// receive a well-child or well-baby checkup, that is 
a general checkup when (she/he) was NOT sick or injured? 

 
01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
M131 NOT including overnight hospital stays, visits to hospital emergency rooms, home visits, or telephone calls, about 

how long has it been since //response in i90// last saw a doctor or other health care professional about (his/her) 
health? 

 
 [READ IF NECESSARY: Include either care for sickness or injury, or a general checkup.] 
 

[READ IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine. About how long ago was //response in i90’s// last visit to a 
doctor or health professional?] 

 
00 ________________ NEVER {programmer:  M131days = i90a * 365} 
01 ________________ Days {1-90} {programmer:  M131days= M131 } 
02 ________________ Weeks {1-51} {programmer:  M131days= M131 * 7} 
03 ________________ Months{1-35} {programmer:  M131days= M131 * 30} 
04 ________________ Years {1-i90a}{programmer: M131days= M131*365} 

 
 98    DK 
 99    REFUSED 
 
//ask if M131=01// 
M13101 [INTERVIEWER ENTER DAYS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-90} 
 
//ask if M131=02// 
M13102 [INTERVIEWER ENTER WEEKS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-51} 
 
//ask if M131=03// 
M13103 [INTERVIEWER ENTER MONTHS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-35} 
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//ask if M131=04// 
M13104 [INTERVIEWER ENTER YEARS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-i90a} 
 
M131a //If M131=00 then ask M131a:// 

I want to make sure I have this right, //response in i90// has never visited a doctor or any other health care 
professional in their offices for a routine check-up, physical, or for any reason? 

 
01 CORRECT – Never been to a doctor/ health care professional. 
02 CORRECT – Have been to a doctor/health care professional, but not in their office. 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 

 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
M134 DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, how many times was //response in i90// a patient in a hospital emergency 

room, include emergency room visits where (he/she) was admitted to the hospital? 
 
 [PROMPT IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.] 
 
 00   NONE 
 01-20    (Code actual value) 
 21    MORE THAN 20 
 
 98 )  DK 
 99   REFUSED 
 
M135 //ask if i90a  > 00// 

About how long has it been since //response in i90// last visited a dentist?  Include all types of dentists such as 
orthodontists, oral surgeons, and all other dental specialists as well as dental hygienists [HY-JEN-IST]. 

 
[READ IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine. How long ago was //response in i90’s// last dental visit?] 
 

 00 ________________ NEVER {programmer:  M135days = i90a * 365} 
01 ________________ Days {1-90} {programmer:  M135days= M135 } 
02 ________________ Weeks {1-51} {programmer:  M135days= M135 * 7} 
03 ________________ Months{1-35} {programmer:  M135days= M135 * 30} 
04 ________________ Years {1-i90a}{programmer: M135days= M135*365} 

 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

//ask if M135=01// 
M13501 [INTERVIEWER ENTER DAYS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-90} 
 
//ask if M135=02// 
M13502 [INTERVIEWER ENTER WEEKS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-51} 
 
//ask if M135=03// 
M13503 [INTERVIEWER ENTER MONTHS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-35} 
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//ask if M135=04// 
M13504 [INTERVIEWER ENTER YEARS] 

01 //NUMERIC RANGE// {1-i90a} 
 

SECTION N:  ACCESS TO CARE FOR CHILD 
//PROGRAMMER:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section N.// 
 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
N136 Is there a place that //response i90// USUALLY goes when //he or she// is sick or you need advice about (his/her) 

health? (CSHCN C4q0a) 
 
 01 Yes 
 02 There is no place 
 03 There is more than one place 
 
 98 DK 
 99 Refused 
 
N136chek //ask if n136=02//  
 Just to be sure, is it that there is NO PLACE at all that //response in i90// usually goes to when sick or needing 

advice about health, OR is it that //response in i90// goes to more than ONE place? 
 

01 (Skip to  N137b) NO PLACE AT ALL 
 02 (Skip to N137a2) MORE THAN ONE PLACE 
  
 98 DK 
 99 REFUSED 
 
  
N136a //ask if N136 = 01// 
  Is it a doctor’s office, emergency room, hospital outpatient department, clinic, or some other place? 
 
 01  Doctor’s office  
 02  Hospital emergency room 
 03 Hospital outpatient department    
 04  Clinic or health center  
 05 School (nurse’s office, athletic trainer’s office, etc) 
 06 Friend/relative  
 
 07 Some other place 
 09 Does not go to one place most often   
 
 98  DK 

99 Refused 
  
N137a2  //ask if N136 = 03, 98, 99 OR N136chek = 02 // 
 What kind of place does //response in i90// go to MOST often?  Is it a clinic or health center, a doctor’s office, a 

hospital emergency room, a hospital outpatient department, or some other place? 
 

[IF NECESSARY: Hospital Emergency Room: an operating room reserved for emergency operations, Hospital 
Outpatient: a patient that does not stay overnight in the hospital where they are being treated.] 

 
01 (Skip to N137b) DOCTOR’S OFFICE 
02 (Skip to N137b) HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM 
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03 (Skip to N137b) HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT 
04 (Skip to N137b) CLINIC OR HEALTH CENTER 
05 (Skip to N137b) SCHOOL (NURSE’S OFFICE, ATHLETIC TRAINER’S OFFICE, ETC) 
06 (Skip to N137b) FRIEND/RELATIVE 
07 (Skip to PN137aO) SOME OTHER PLACE 
09 (Skip to N137b) DOES NOT GO TO ONE PLACE MOST OFTEN 

 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

PN137aO //If (N137a2 = 07) then ask:// 
What kind of place does //response in i90// go to most often? 
 
01 GAVE RESPONSE 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 

 
N137aOth //ask if pn137ao=01// 

 
/TEXT RANGE=270/ ________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

N137b Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 
 (NSCH K4Q04) 

A personal doctor or nurse is a health professional who knows your child well and is familiar with your child’s 
health history. This can be a general doctor, a pediatrician, a specialist doctor, a nurse practitioner, or a 
physician’s assistant. 
 
Do you have one or more persons you think of as //Response in i90’s//’s personal doctor or nurse? 
 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: If respondent sees a doctor and nurse in the same visit, code as 01 – DOCTOR] 
 
01    YES, ONE PERSON 
02    YES, MORE THAN ONE PERSON 
03    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

SECTION O:  UNMET HEALTH NEEDS 
//PROGRAMMER:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section O.// 
 
Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 People often delay or do not get needed health care. By health care, I mean medical care as well as other kinds of 

care like dental care, mental health services, vision care, physical, occupational, or speech therapies, and special 
education services. 

 
O139 Ask if // PI90 = 1, 98, 99//  
 DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, was there a time when //person in i90// needed dental care but could NOT 

get it at that time? 
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 01 YES 
 02 NO 
 
 98 DK 
 99 REFUSED 
 
O140 Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 In the PAST 12 MONTHS, has //response in i90// NOT had a prescription filled because of the cost? 

[IF NECESSARY, ADD: This includes refills.] 
 
01    YES 
02    NO 
03    VOLUNTEERED:  NO, NEVER HAD A PRESCRIPTION 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

O141 Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, was there any time when //person in i90// did NOT get any other health care 

that //she/he// needed, such as a medical exam, medical supplies, mental health care, or eyeglasses? 
 
01 YES 
02 NO 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

SECTION P:  CHILD'S DEMOGRAPHICS 
//PROGRAMMER:  Turn off prior timers.  Please start timer for Section P.// 
 
P148 Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 And finally a few questions for classification and verification purposes... 

What is //response in i90//’s gender? 
 
01 MALE 
02 FEMALE 
 
99 REFUSED 
 

P149 Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 Is //response in i90// of Hispanic or Latino origin? 

 
01    YES 
02    NO 
 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

P150 Ask if //PI90 = 1,98, 99//  
 Which one or more of the following would you say is //response in i90’s// race? Is  //response in i90// White, 

Black or African-American, Asian, Native American, Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, or some 
other race I have not mentioned? 
 
[CODE ALL THAT APPLY] 
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[Probe if respondent states Hispanic/Latino/Spanish to determine if they are White, Black, Asian, Native 
American, or Native Hawaiian…] 
 
//MUL=7// 
 
01    White 
02    Black or African American 
03    Asian 
04    Native American, American Indian, or Alaska Native 
05    Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
 
06    HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH 
97 (GO TO P150o) OTHER 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

PP150o // ask if P150 =97// 
How would you describe //response in i90’s// race? 
 
01 GAVE RESPONSE 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

P150o // ask if PP150o =01// 
 
/TEXT RANGE=70/ _________________________________ 
 

P150a //If more than one selection in P150 then ask:// 
Which of these groups, that is //answers to P150 and P150o// would you say best represents //response in i90//’s 
race? 
 
//PROGRAMMER:  Limit response choices to those selected in P150// 
 
01 (Skip to P151) White 
02 (Skip to P151) Black or African American 
03 (Skip to P151) Asian 
04 (Skip to P151) Native American, American Indian, or Alaska Native 
05 (Skip to P151) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
 
06    HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH 
97    Other 
98    DK 
99    REFUSED 
 

P150b //ask if (P150 includes 06) AND (P150a  = 06, 97, 98, 99)// 
Do you consider //response in i90// to be white-Hispanic, Black Hispanic, Asian Hispanic, Native American 
Hispanic, Pacific Islander Hispanic, or some other race and Hispanic? 

 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: Do not easily accept "Hispanic", DK, or Refused, repeat question if necessary.] 
 
01    White Hispanic 
02    Black or African American Hispanic 
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03    Asian Hispanic 
04    Native American, American Indian, or Alaskan Native Hispanic 
05    Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander Hispanic 
 
97    Other race Hispanic 
98    DON'T KNOW 
99    REFUSES TO DISCRIMINATE 
 

PP150bo // ask if P150b= 97// 
How would you describe //response in i90’s// race? 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: DO NOT ACCEPT "HISPANIC, LATINO OR SPANISH" HERE. IF RESPONDENT 
ANSWERS "HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH," BACK UP AND CHOOSE "99"] 
 
01 GAVE RESPONSE 
 
98 DK 
99 REFUSED 
 

P150bo // ask if PP150b= 01// 
 
/TEXT RANGE=70/ _________________________________ 
 
//If (G71 = 01) AND  (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11) then Skip to Q158// 
//If (H76 = 01 AND H76a = 01) AND (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11) then Skip to Q158// 
 

P151 //ask if {(i90b=03-07, 09, 97, 98, 99) OR [(G71=02,98,99) or (H76 >01 or H76a>01)]} and PI90 = 1,98,99\\ 
 You may have mentioned this already, but are either of //Response in i90’s// parents employed? 
 
 01 YES 
 02 NO 
 
 98 DK 

99 REFUSED 
 

RESUME ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Q158 //ask all// 
 //Please refer to Adult Questionnaire for detail of closing questions// 


